Upgrade Your Existing OSRAM
ENCELIUM® Lighting Controls
As close to factory-direct as possible. With FSG Smart Buildings, we
will assess, design, install, commission and project manage your
OSRAM ENCELIUM lighting controls upgrades.

“

"FSG is the logical primary choice for an upgrade program like this based on its strengths as an
organization, including its national footprint of electrician and installers, its turnkey solutions
and its ability to work with leading lighting manufacturers. OSRAM is very pleased to begin
our partnership with FSG, and we look forward to bringing new networked light management
and IoT solutions to market that customers want."

Yavor Kolarov
VP of Sales, OSRAM Digital Systems



Turnkey design, procurement,
installation, commissioning and
project management by
single-source provider

Rebates and financing
available to ensure best
value for you

Access to the ENCELIUM®
Light Management
System product line

Access to LED IoT-enabled
fixtures from range of trusted
manufacturers

 



When it comes to selecting a lighting and controls advisor, it is important to know that you are
covered from start to finish. FSG Smart Buildings is a national leader in lighting and controls
committed to ensuring your upgrade is handled to your exact specifications.

Audit & Design

Fixture Upgrades

Encelium Sensor Integration

Installation & Programming

Customer Training

FSG will audit your
facilities and design a
custom solution to meet
your needs.

FSG will upgrade any
existing lighting fixtures to
your exact specifications.

FSG will integrate all your
Encelium sensors to ensure
your system works perfetly.

FSG’s national footprint of
electricians will install and
program your lighting system.

FSG offers customer training
so you know how to operate
your lighting system.

When your ENCELIUM® EXTEND upgrade is complete, you will have a modern system equipped with the
Internet of Things (IoT), giving you advanced strategies like space utilization, enhanced safety and
security, operational efficiency, maximized energy savings, and a smart building environment.

    
   





Lighting control technology continues to evolve at a rapid pace.
If any of the following situations apply to you, FSG Smart
Buildings is ready and able to assist you with your upgrade.
You have the ENCELIUM GreenBus I® lighting
management system (2001-2012) that has
reached its end of life.

Optimize energy savings, streamline
operations and improve occupant
comfort. The ENCELIUM
EXTEND System is a powerful
way to monitor and
maintain buildings
to fit them for the
future of lighting.

Your wallstation keypad no longer works to
control dimming and lighting.

Contact us today to speak with an expert.
fsgsmartbuildings.com | (512) 835-6120

